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What is 
EURAXESS?



Hosting Agreement Scheme

Accreditations: 
Department of Further 
and Higher Education, 
Research,  Innovation 
and Science FHERIS

Researchers/Experts in 
Higher Education and 

Industry 

Min salary  €23,181/

IF with family in Ireland  
€30K

Exemption from the 
Labour Market Needs 

Test and  a Work 
Permit

NO work permit 
required for spouses

Moving  employer any 
time/ now need to stay 
1 year in the same job

Stamp 4 after 2 years

= work without a 
permit

Interactive online 
system for accredited 
institutions to issue 

agreement/EURAXESS 
approval 

Free EURAXESS Ireland 
help and assistance  with 
visas/immigration issues 

and  mobility 

https://www.euraxess.ie/

https://www.euraxess.ie/


Hosting Agreement and Absence from Ireland –
government guidance

• For someone to be the recipient of a  Hosting Agreement/Immigration Permission-
Stamps  in Ireland  they must be residing in Ireland

• Hosting Agreements must  not be  issued in respect of employees working remotely, 
from any other  country (if the initial phase is carried out from outside Ireland  i.e.: 
due to visa issues)

• Hosting Agreements are not required by employees who are never in Ireland while 
working on their  project/contract issued by accredited institutions 

Requirement  of a Hosting 
Agreement/Permit for 

researchers working from 
outside Ireland 

• A researcher may spend a period of time  outside Ireland for training etc... but it must 
only be for 2 months which is a Reasonable Period of Time according to INIS 

• More than 2 months can be considered reasonable depending on circumstances (INIS 
decision)

• Individuals who have had extensive absences from Ireland may face impact at 
renewal or when applying for Long Term Residency

• The authorities have advised that a practical approach will be taken with Citizenship 
Applications, but what exactly this will entail is currently unclear

Consequences of absence 
from Ireland?
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WITH YOU TODAY

Ángel Bello Cortés
Practice Leader
Fragomen Ireland

Colm Collins
Manager

Fragomen Ireland
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AGENDA

The EU Legal Framework – the Researchers’ Directive

! Transposition of the Directive in Ireland

Absences from Ireland 

Employer’s responsibilities 

“Work from anywhere”

Family members 
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EU LAW
THE BASICS

Directives: establish general principles /minimum standards

EU Member States: must incorporate Directive provisions into their  

national legislation (transposition) 

Researchers’ Directive: COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 2005/71/EC
“on a specific procedure for admitting third-country nationals for the purposes of scientific research”
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TRANSPOSITION OF THE RESEARCHERS’ DIRECTIVE
IN IRELAND

No stand alone domestic legislative instrument transposing the Directive

(very!) Brief mention of the Directive in the Employment Permits Acts

No mention of the Directive in the Immigration Acts

Transposition has mainly taken place by way of administrative measures
!DETE website 

!ISD website

!EURAXXESS website 

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/e4f2a9-scheme-for-accreditation-of-research-organisations-documentation-and/
http://www.inis.gov.ie/en/inis/pages/researchers
https://www.euraxess.ie/ireland/fast-track-work-permit-non-eu-rd-hosting-agreement-scheme


A Hosting Agreement holder’s journey to Ireland

Hosting 
Agreement

Visa*

Border 
Management

Travel 

Registration 
office: 

granting of 
permission 

and 
registration

*Visa not required by all nationalities
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ABSENCES FROM IRELAND

● Can we legally have our research staff, that hold work authorisation (Hosting
Agreement), complete secondment periods internationally?

- Within the EU yes, subject to certain conditions (see next slide)
- Outside the EU, there might be issues

● Can we pay them, they are non-EU nationals, the contract is with xxxxxxxxxxxx
or any other university/institution based in Ireland, but the research project is in
collaboration with international industry or academic partners? Sometimes it is
EU funding that requires the travel and secondment period.

- No issue, from an immigration perspective
- Potential tax implications to consider
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ABSENCES FROM IRELAND
EU DIRECTIVE PROVISIONS

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 2005/71/EC
Article 13

Mobility between Member States

1. A third-country national who has been admitted as a researcher under this Directive shall be allowed to carry
out part of his/her research in another Member State under the conditions as set out in this Article.

2. If the researcher stays in another Member State for a period of up to three months, the research may be carried
out on the basis of the hosting agreement concluded in the first Member State, provided that he has sufficient
resources in the other Member State and is not considered as a threat to public policy, public security or public
health in the second Member State.

3. If the researcher stays in another Member State for more than three months, Member States may require a
new hosting agreement to carry out the research in that Member State. At all events, the conditions set out in
Articles 6 and 7 shall be met in relation to the Member State concerned.

4. Where the relevant legislation provides for the requirement of a visa or a residence permit, for exercising
mobility, such a visa or permit shall be granted in a timely manner within a period that does not hamper the pursuit
of the research, whilst leaving the competent authorities sufficient time to process the applications.

5. Member States shall not require the researcher to leave their territory in order to submit applications for the
visas or residence permits.
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EMPLOYER’S RESPONSIBILITIES
Once the employer has secured an Employment Permit/Hosting Agreement for a non-EEA
national and advise them of the requirement for Immigration Registration, is the employer
responsible for keeping track of their Irish Immigration status?

- Yes. Employers can face penalties if they employ a TCN without the appropriate immigration status.
However, in the case of Employment Permit holders, having a valid Permit is sufficient for the purposes of
Employers’ compliance (i.e. no issue if IRP/GNIB card not yet issued). Arguably the same could apply to
Hosting Agreement holders who have not been able to obtain an IRP/GNIB card, but there is a higher risk

If an Irish employer hires a national of a different country to the one they are currently living and
will work from should the Irish Employer be responsible for their Employment Permit/Visa for
that country?

- From an Irish immigration perspective, no
- However it could be the case that in certain countries the Irish entity could be liable, under the law of that

country, if the researcher is working there without the appropriate immigration permission. This would
need to be looked at on a country-by-county basis
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Employer’s Immigration Responsibilities
Ireland & Beyond

In Ireland:
Employment Permits Act, 2003 (employer and employee responsibilities) 

- Brief reference to Hosting Agreement in the EP Act 2006 – confirms RTW granted by DoJ

Immigration Act 2004 (personal responsibilities)

General employment law principles (and tax!)  

Abroad: 
Will depend on applicable immigration and employment law provisions of each 

country (but note Directive provisions re research carried out in another EU 
country) 

Recommendation: seek assistance/advice from the research entity in that EU 
country 

Outside the EU: more complicated
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“WORK FROM ANYWHERE”
What are the Employers’ responsibilities in relation to Employment Permit/Immigration Status of an
Employee working remotely abroad? Should the Employer also ensure they (employees) have the
right visa/permission to work in that country? (also if the staff is leaving for a short period of time
to come back to continue in Ireland).

- Will depend on applicable immigration and employment law provisions of each country (but note Directive 
provisions re research carried out in another EU country) 
- Outside the EU: likely that immigration permission will be required in many cases 

Concern re those who have been approved for a Hosting Agreement but due to pandemic cannot
travel or obtain a visa to travel (visa is suspended). Can they work remotely or should they be
physically present in Ireland to avail of the Hosting Agreement and get paid.

- From an Irish immigration perspective, we do not anticipate an issue (despite the absence of a formal Irish
immigration permission i.e. IRP card)
- However there might be tax implications for the institution and the individual both Ireland and in that country.
That said, there have been concessions granted where employees are working in a particular jurisdiction as a
direct result of Covid-19. Country-by country approach required, and advice from your tax advisors and
Revenue.
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Work from anywhere: risks

Immigration:
Ireland: best approach is to have an underlying permission (even if not yet formalised) in

place i.e. Hosting Agreement or Employment Permit

Country where researcher is: Will depend on applicable immigration and employment law
provisions of each country (but note Directive provisions re research carried out in another EU
country)

Tax: 
Potential tax implications for the institution and the individual both Ireland and in that country

There have been concessions granted where employees are working in a particular 
jurisdiction as a direct result of Covid-19

Recommendation: seek assistance/advice from your tax advisers and/or Revenue (and the 
research entity in the other country, if there is one involved). Every case will be different 

Researcher working for Irish institution but not in Ireland yet 
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FAMILY MEMBERS 

What advice can we provide to Researchers coming to Ireland from Non-EU countries who wish to 
bring relatives (other than eligible relatives i.e.: spouses and children)  over with them that are not 
eligible under the Hosting Agreement scheme.  Is there any other option open to them?

- There are options, but these tend to be very difficult cases. The financial thresholds are very high, 
and ISD retains absolute discretion.
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Family members other than spouse/partner and children

Coming as visitors:
Up to 90 days
Frequent travel will be an issue
Sufficient resources (not defined) and insurance required
Absolute discretion

Coming as residents:
As persons of independent means:

- Individual income of at least €50K per year, per person
- Access to a lump sum of money to cover any sudden major expenses
- Absolute discretion

As dependents:
- Must prove dependency
- Sponsor will be required to have earned in Ireland each of the 3 years preceding 
the application an income after tax and deductions of not less than €60K in the 
case of one parent and €75k where 2 parents are involved
- Absolute discretion 

Options



Any further 
questions?



Contact 
Details

Fragomen

E: Angel.BelloCortes@Fragomen.com
T: +353 (0) 1-7650706

E: colm.collins@fragomen.com
T: +353 (0) 1-7650713

Riverside 4, Ground Floor, Central Quay, Dublin, Ireland

EURAXESS

Dr Magdalena Wislocka 
E: magda@iua.ie  
T: +353 (0)1 7996030

Find us on:





Thank you for 
listening!

Look out for your post-webinar email…


